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Abstract: Coal failure is often the precursor of dynamic disaster. The energy evolution behaviour at
different stress values was analysed under the gradation of equal amplitude cyclic loading/unloading.
Based on the energy dissipation behaviour, the energy evolution model of the coal specimen was
established. The multi-parameter energy behaviour predicting model was proposed. Then, the energy
storage factor criterion, the energy tangent factor criterion, the energy dissipation growth factor
criterion and the energy damage factor criterion of the coal specimen were proposed during the coal
fracture process. The energy density and the energy storage status showed different evolution patterns
under cyclic loading/unloading. The energy behaviours and status were different in fracture stages
of coal specimens, and the dissipated energy behaviour had a sudden response during the failure
process. The energy storage and energy dissipation mechanism were related to their respective limits.
The energy storage mechanism showed a growth pattern of “low energy promotion, high energy
suppression and dissipation promotion, cumulative suppression”. The damage evolution equation
and the energy behaviour evolution criterion were established under the cyclic loading/unloading.

Keywords: cyclic loading/unloading; energy behaviour; energy evolution model; predicting criterion

1. Introduction

Coal material is a complex natural geological medium that contains many randomly
distributed flaws, such as natural joints and cracks [1–4]. Coal fracture is a mechanical
behaviour of status instability under the action of energy [5–7]. Many well-established
theories for the observation, identification and analysis of microcracks in rock and coal
samples have been proposed [8–11]. Coal material often shows different mechanical
characteristics that are associated with the cycle number under loading/unloading [12–15].
Therefore, energy behaviour was considered essential to describe the energy state and
stability of coal materials. Rocks fracture during axial compression to absorb energy, and
they fracture under closed pressure reduction to release energy. Energy evolution models
and energy evolution behaviour are recognized as the basis for design and evaluation in
rock engineering, and it is one of the key problems in underground engineering [16–18].

The main purpose of this study is to develop an understanding of damage and
deformation characteristics under cyclic loading/unloading. Many researchers have made
contributions to the study of the strength and deformability of rocks and coal materials
under cyclic loading conditions. In these studies, the damage variable was described
for the rock failure behaviour under cyclic loading, as the closure pressure increases, the
axial strain at damage increases, as does the residual volume strain at the beginning of
expansion [19,20]. Based on this, the energy evolution mechanism and the evaluation model
of dissipated energy were proposed based on the energy principle of rock damage. This
was a meaningful finding for rock damage by studying the energy storage and dissipation
characteristics of rocks at different deformation stages, and using the energy principle of
damage to derive the energy intensity criterion [21–23]. Meanwhile, the fatigue evolution of
rock materials was crucial to the stability of engineering structures under cyclic loading, for
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a given energy condition, rocks yield more easily at low frequencies and amplitudes than at
high frequencies and amplitudes [24,25]. Therefore, many researchers have investigated the
damage of rock materials under cyclic loading. For example, the damage evolution pattern
of rocks was analysed in multi-valued amplitude cyclic loading tests at different confining
pressures [26–28]. After this, the energy dissipation characteristics of coal specimens
were used to describe the propagation of crack growth behaviour under layered cyclic
loading [29,30]. In particular, the peak stress of cyclic loading has a strong influence on the
fatigue behaviour of coal specimens and the degree of damage increases with increasing
energy dissipation density [31,32].

Up to now, it has been shown that the damage pattern of specimens under cyclic
loading is different from the damage pattern under static loading, and some studies have
also advanced the constitutive relations and damage behaviour aspects of rocks under
quasi-dynamic loading. However, the dynamic damage of rocks from an energy perspective
remains unclear, especially in cyclic loading condition. The results of the exploration of
the relationship between energy transformation and coal damage showed that the energy
behaviour was different at different stages of deformation [33–36]. Therefore, the energy
density of rock materials increased nonlinearly under different loading/unloading rates;
it is also worth noting that the loading and unloading speed has a considerable effect
on the dissipated energy density [37–39]. In actual projects, rock materials are usually
loaded/unloaded repeatedly, such as in coal mining, tunnel excavation and roadway
support [40]. The strength and deformability are closely related to the stress state and
loading history. It was widely accepted that the damage evolution was driven by energy,
and different stress paths had different mechanical behaviour and energy conversion
characteristics. This is also a feasible way to reveal the phenomenon of energy release
and stress dissipation during rock destruction from the perspective of energy [41–44]. The
damage variable of the coal materials was defined by different parameters under cyclic
loading/unloading, but the description of other mechanical behaviours of rock samples
was ignored. Moreover, it was not comprehensive to describe the failure characteristics
of rocks only using the damage variable, which is defined by dissipative energy. It also
ignored the influence of other energy behaviours on their failure state under the cyclic
loading/unloading process. Therefore, the energy behaviour and evolution patterns of coal
specimens under different stress paths were explored, and the prediction model of energy
evolution of coal specimens was also constructed. In view of this, this paper provided
a theoretical basis for the stability analysis of engineering structures, and has practical
engineering application value.

2. Experiments and Methods
2.1. Specimen

The coal sample collection area is a monoclinic structure with the overall direction of
north-east, inclination of north-west and dip angle of about 3◦. No fault or obvious fold
structure are found in the mining area, and there are no magmatic rocks, only some wide
and gentle undulations are developed above the framework of the monoclinic structure.
The thickness of the seam in the mining area was 142.09~267.46 m, with an average of
169.29 m. The value of true density was between 1.38 and 1.52, and the value of apparent
density was between 1.28 and 1.39. The specimens were selected from the same value for
processing, sampling and testing. The coal sample was processed into a cylindrical piece
with the size of 50 mm × 100 mm. The coal specimens were carefully ground to ensure
that the two ends were smoothed without major damage. The non-parallelism of the coal
specimen should not exceed 0.05 mm, and the deviation should not be more than 0.25◦ in
the axial direction. In this study, a total of 10 standard coal specimens were processed as
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Partial test coal specimens after processing.

2.2. Experimental Equipment

The loading equipment was a Yaxing YDSZ-2000 (Yaxing Numerical Control Tech-
nology Co. Ltd., Changsha, China) which was controlled by microcomputer, as shown
in Figure 2. The acoustic emission (AE) monitoring equipment was a PCI-II AE signal
acquisition and analysis system (Physical Acoustics Corporation, Princeton, NJ, USA). AE
signals could be acquired, displayed and stored during the whole loading process. To
ensure and improve the spatial positioning accuracy of the AE events during the loading
process, the arrangement of the AE sensors was as follows: they were placed 20 mm away
from the end of the coal specimen and it should be ensured that the AE sensors were at
an angle of 90◦ to each other, and all AE sensors should not be coplanar. According to
the noise value of the laboratory, the threshold of the AE system was set to 45 dB, the
sampling rate was 1 MHz, the gain of the preamplifier was set to 40 dB and the data were
collected by 6 channels in this experiment. The layout of the AE monitoring equipment is
shown in Figure 2.
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2.3. Experimental Process

The stress–strain curve of the coal specimen could well describe the basic mechanical
behaviour of coal under the uniaxial loading. The coal strength under the uniaxial static
loading could be used as a reference to estimate the strength under uniaxial cyclic load-
ing/unloading. Then, the upper and lower limit stress value would be determined by the
strength under uniaxial static loading.
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To reduce the influence of the friction noise of the press head and the end of the
specimen on the AE signal, an appropriate amount of Vaseline was applied between the
sensor and the surface of the coal specimen. The AE sensors were fixed by tape at both
ends of the specimen and the press head, and the loading/unloading rate was controlled
at 0.05 MPa/s. It should be ensured that the AE monitoring and loading process was
always synchronized. Therefore, the AE monitoring system and the loading device should
be proofread and unified before the test. The loading system recorded the deformation and
strength parameters of the coal specimen, and the AE monitoring system monitored the
deformation and damage process of the coal specimen.

With respect to the type of the cyclic loading/unloading, it was mainly divided into
two kinds of stress paths. The first method was the grading cyclic loading/unloading
and the repeated cycles’ influence on fracture behaviour was analysed by this method.
Moreover, the mechanical response characteristics and energy distribution state of the coal
specimens were also investigated under different stress gradients. The second method was
the equal amplitude cyclic loading/unloading. It was mainly used to explore the influence
of continuous cyclic loading/unloading on the damage state under different stress values.
Meanwhile, it was also used to analyse the effects of different cyclic times on the fatigue
damage state under the same stress value.

3. Theoretical Basis
3.1. Energy Conversion of the Coal Specimen

Under the action of energy drive, the macroscopic fracture and deformation of the
coal specimen occurred, and the input energy was stored or dissipated in different forms,
as shown in Figure 3. Part of the energy would be stored in the form of elastic strain energy
Ue. Some energy Ud would be dissipated during crack initiation, propagation and plastic
deformation. In addition, a small amount of energy Ur would be dissipated in different
ways, such as thermal radiation, thermal conduction and ejection kinetic energy [45–47].
Since this part of energy took up a relatively small proportion and had a small impact on
the failure state and failure stage of coal specimens, it was ignored and will not be discussed
in this paper.
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Figure 3. The energy conversion of coal specimen in the failure process.

3.2. Energy Calculation of the Coal Specimen

Under the action of axial loading, the coal specimen produced strain and accumulated
energy. Equation (1) is the energy integral formula [48]. Since the radial strain value of coal
specimen was low, the energy generated by radial strain was not considered in this paper.

U =
∫

σdε =
n

∑
i=0

1
2
(εi+1 − εi)(σi + σi+1) (1)
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where the U is the total energy absorbed under the action of axial force, the σi is the axial
stress and the εi is the axial strain.

In fact, the total energy can be converted into two parts, one is the elastic strain energy
Ue stored in the coal specimen, and the other is the dissipated energy Ud consumed by the
coal specimen. Under the action of axial loading, the stored elastic strain energy at a certain
t moment can be expressed as Equation (2) [49]:

Ue = U − Ud =
1

2Ei
σ2 (2)

As shown in Figure 4, the loading process is represented by a solid line and the
unloading process is represented by a dotted line. The area between the loading curve
(OA) and the transverse axis of the first cycle is the total strain energy generated by the coal
specimen under external loading. The area between the unloading curve (AEBC) and the
horizontal axis of the first cycle is the elastic strain energy released by the coal specimen.
The plastic strain energy is equal to the area under the loading curve, and the difference
between the area under the unloading curve and the area of the hysteresis loop, which is
the dissipated energy required to produce a new crack.
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4. Results and Analysis
4.1. The Characteristics of AE Energy under Cyclic Loading/Unloading
4.1.1. AE Energy under Gradation Cyclic Loading/Unloading

During the grading cyclic loading/unloading process, the AE energy count of the coal
specimen shows a sudden increased effect in the peak stress of each graded stage, as shown
in Figure 5. As AE energy count can reflect the intensity and frequency of AE signals, it can
be seen that AE signals will be generated with higher intensity than in the previous loading
stage when each stress loading stage reaches a new stress peak. However, the AE energy
count at the peak of 0–4 MPa is slightly higher than the peak stress of the 2–6 MPa stage.
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Figure 5. The AE energy characteristics of AC1 coal specimen; (a) Stress–Time–AE energy counting
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The AE energy count shows the evolution trend of a small decline (compacting stage)–
stable large rise (linear elastic phase)–slow rise (plastic deformation phase)–disappearance
(fracture instability phase). The cumulative AE energy count presents an obvious step-like
curve feature. When each graded stress reached the peak, the accumulated AE energy
counts show a good “stepped” rise characteristic. The accumulated AE energy counts
change a little during the unloading phase, they continue to change with a small increase or
retention. It also can be observed that each higher stress than the previous stage will cause
a large number of new AE events, especially at the peak stress. The cumulative AE energy
counts also show the characteristic of an extreme speed increase in the new stress phase.

4.1.2. AE Energy under Equal Amplitude Cyclic Loading/Unloading

It can be known that the failure strength of the coal specimen is reduced when com-
pared with the staged cyclic loading/unloading, and the failure strength is approximately
16 MPa, as shown in Figure 6. The process of the equal amplitude under cyclic load-
ing/unloading is mainly divided into three stages: 0–5 MPa (the compaction stage),
5–10 MPa (the linear elastic deformation stage) and 10–15 MPa (the plastic deformation
stage). This is mainly used to analyse the damage degree of the coal specimen at different
deformation stages. It can be seen that when the stress reaches the peak stress for the
first time in each stress stage, AE energy counts shows a sudden increase, and there is
a significant decrease in the subsequent cycle stage compared with the first time. The
cumulative energy counts of AE shows simultaneously an obvious “step-like” growth
characteristic and the sudden increase at the stress peak. The sudden increase effects at the
first stage (0–5 MPa) are much smaller than that at the second stage (5–10 MPa) and the
third stage (10–15 MPa). This indicates that the AE activity at the compaction stage is much
smaller than that at the stage of elastic deformation and plastic deformation.
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4.2. Energy Evolution Characteristics of the Coal Specimen
4.2.1. Evolution Characteristics of Energy Storage Rate
The Evolution Characteristics of the Energy Storage Rate under Grading Cyclic
Loading/Unloading

The elastic energy storage rate and the dissipative energy dissipation rate are important
indicators which can demonstrate the energy storage state of the coal specimen. It is also
an important indicator in engineering practice. The definition and calculation formula of
the storage rate and the dissipation rate can be expressed as:

kSFe =
Ue

U
(3)

kSFd =
Ud
U

(4)

where the kSFe is the storage rate of the elastic energy the kSFd is the dissipation rate of
dissipated energy; the Ue is the elastic energy, J/mm3; the Ud is the dissipated energy,
J/mm3 and the U is the total energy accumulation of the coal specimen, J/mm3.

It can be known that the elastic energy storage rate of the coal specimen is at lower
values at stage I, but the rising rate value rises rapidly and faster from 0.2 to 0.8, as shown in
Figure 7. It maintains steady development trend at stage II. The elastic energy accounts for
slightly downward values, but they have remained at a higher value (around 0.84) at stage
IV. Conversely, the dissipative energy dissipation rate shows an extremely rapid downward
stage I. At stage II, it remains at a low value of about 0.12. At stage IV, the proportion of
dissipated energy has a slight upward trend, but it still remains at a low value of 0.16. The
elastic energy is lower at stage I, and the dissipation energy is higher. The main reason was
that the input of total energy was less and the elastic deformation occurred less, so most of
the energy was mainly used for the original and irreversible fracture and deformation, and
more energy was wasted at this stage. Both the dissipated energy and the elastic energy
basically maintained a stable value state at stage II. As the coal specimen entered the yield
deformation stage, a large amount of plastic deformation occurred inside the coal specimen.
Therefore, the proportion of the dissipated energy will increase to a certain extent.
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The Evolution Pattern of the Energy Storage Rate during the Equal Amplitude
Loading/Unloading

The proportion of dissipated energy of coal specimens is much larger in the first cycle
than that in the follow-up cycle stage, as shown in Figure 8. In the first stage (0-5-0 MPa),
the dissipated energy storage rate is basically in a stable state of fluctuation, and does
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not change significantly. However, the dissipative energy dissipation rate is high. In the
second cycle stage (5-10-5 MPa), the changes of energy storage rate and dissipation rate
are relatively stable, and the elastic energy storage rate is always maintained at a high
value. The third stage (10-15-10 MPa) mainly took place after the yield stage, and a large
amount of plastic deformation occurred in this stage and it is not recoverable. Then, the
energy dissipation rate increases to a higher value, while the storage rate of elastic energy
decreases to an appropriate degree.
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sample S4 in stage II. (e) Results of cyclic loading of coal sample S3 in stage III. (f) Results of cyclic
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The pattern of the energy evolution can reflect the energy storage state and energy
consumption state as well as the stability degree and damage situations. It shows a higher
elastic energy storage rate and lower energy dissipation at low stresses. The reason for this
was that the coal specimen mainly showed the closure of the original crack and produced
new cracks at the low stress. Moreover, the damage degree of the coal specimen was
relatively low or basically did not occur. Therefore, the elastic energy storage rate of the
coal specimen was relatively large. In the second stage, the coal specimen underwent
the linear elastic reversible deformation, so the elastic energy was greatly improved. In
the third stage, the coal specimen produced unrecoverable plastic deformation, thus, the
dissipation rate could provide a larger value. It also indicated that the coal specimen can
produce a large amount of fracture behaviour at this stage. The energy status was close to
the limitation of energy storage and energy consumption. Furthermore, the coal specimen
was in critical stable state.

4.2.2. Evolution Characteristics of Energy Tangent Factor

The change rate of the energy is a very important parameter for judging the state of
the coal specimen. It is also of great significance for judging the energy evolution stage and
energy drive mechanism. To show the change of energy growth rate of the coal specimen
under axial load, the energy growth tangent factor was proposed. The calculation formula
can be expressed as Equation (5):

kTF =
dEi
dσi

=
∆E
∆σ

(5)

where the kTF represents the energy tangent factor; the energy factor increment
∆E = Ei+1 − Ei, and the stress increment ∆σ = σi+1 − σi.

Energy Growth Pattern under Graded Cyclic Load

It can be known that the elastic energy growth rate keeps increasing, while the dissi-
pative energy tangent factor fluctuates at a low value at stage I, as shown in Figure 9. It
mainly shows crack closure and cracking behaviour in this stage, and there is basically no
plastic deformation. Therefore, the elastic energy tangent factor is continuously increas-
ing. The tangent factor of elastic energy fluctuates at a higher value, and the dissipative
energy tangent factor also fluctuates after a certain jump at stage II. The reason for the
jump of the dissipative energy tangent factor was that the deformation gradually reached
the yield stage with the increase of crack growth, and irreversible plastic deformation
occurred in the coal specimen. Then, it would lead to a step-like jump of dissipative energy
tangent factor.
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It can be known that the tangent factor curve of elastic energy and dissipative energy
shows a large value of continuous decline at stages III and IV. This was mainly caused
by how the high energy storage state inhibited the energy storage capacity of the coal
specimen. When the coal specimen is in a high energy state, the stable state decreases,
and the energy storage rate decreases after being restrained. Therefore, the variation of
the energy tangent factor exists in the state of “promoting storage with low energy and
inhibiting storage with high energy” under different stress states.

Energy Growth Pattern under Equal Amplitude Cyclic Load

It can be known that the tangent factor of elastic energy and dissipative energy are
both in stable fluctuation during the equal amplitude loading/unloading. The change
of the energy growth rate will only fluctuate to a certain extent, as shown in Figure 10.
However, the energy tangent coefficients are different for different deformation or stress
states. The elastic energy is at a lower value in the first stage and at a higher value in the
second stage. Furthermore, it is also at a lower value in the third stage, but still higher than
the first stage. The change of dissipative energy tangent factor also shows a change trend
of low value rise–high value maintain–second high value decline. It indicates that there
also exists a “low facilitation, high inhibition” model of change.
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Figure 10. The energy tangent factor under equal amplitude cyclic loading/unloading. (a) Elastic
energy tangent factor and dissipative energy tangent factor of coal sample S3 in stage I. (b) Result of
coal sample S4 in stage I. (c) Result of coal sample S3 in stage II. (d) Result of coal sample S4 in stage
II. (e) Result of coal sample S3 in stage III. (f) Result of coal sample S4 in stage III.
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4.2.3. Evolution Characteristics of Energy Damage Factor

Different energy states are likely to induce different energy behaviours to characterize
the damage degree of the coal specimen. In particular, the dissipated energy state can be
used to describe the deformation and stability degree of the coal specimen to some extent.
Therefore, the energy damage variable was proposed by the dissipation energy. It can be
expressed as Equation (6):

kDF =
Udn − Udm

Umax − Ud0

(6)

where the kDF is the damage variable of the coal specimen; the Udn is the dissipated energy
state under the stress value, n; the Udm is the dissipated energy state under the stress value,
m, and n > m; the Umax is the dissipated energy under the highest stress value of coal
specimen and the Ud0 is the dissipated energy state at the initial stress stage.

It can be known that the damage state of the coal specimen is quite different at different
stress stages, as shown in Figure 11. When σ/σp ≤ 0.1, the damage status is at a low level.
However, with the increment in stress, the damage variable shows fast growth. This was
mainly related to the rock cracks’ initiations. The energy state was continuously improved.
After the accumulated energy broke the minimum activation energy of rock cracks, these
cracks began to expand. At the moment of rock crack initiation, it had a great influence on
the damage state of the coal specimen. In a short time, the damage variable increased to a
large extent. When the stress continued to increase, it entered a stable elastic deformation
stage. When the stress (σ/σp) was within the range of 0.2~0.75, the dissipated energy did
not increase significantly. In fact, the energy damage variable also changed gently and
gradually increased at a nearly gentle rate. It meant that the damage state had not changed
significantly, and the crack growth was gentle and stable. The damage state showed a high
mutation when the stress σ/σp was greater than 0.85. This indicated that the dissipated
energy played a leading role in this stress level. Then, it could cause greater damage over a
small stress gradient, and the damage variable reached the peak state before the critical
peak stress.
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Figure 11. The damage variable evolution of the coal specimen in the fracture process. The green line
is used to delineate the different stages through which the coal samples in the diagram have gone.
(a) The damage variable evolution of the coal sample S1. (b) The damage variable evolution of the
coal sample S2.

The damage variable showed the characteristics of the phases during the cyclic loading.
In the elastic deformation stage, the damage variable increased slightly and slowly. In
the critical fracture stage, the energy damage variable showed a high mutation, which
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indicated that the coal specimen was completely destroyed. Therefore, the energy damage
variable displays a pattern of the small rapid growth–slow growth–jump mutation state.

4.3. Energy Evolution Model of Coal Failure Process

The coal specimen was loaded with cyclic loading/unloading at the same stress value,
which would have a significant impact on its damage and deformation, and it would
further affect the energy state and stability. The damage was closely related to the number
of cycles. For the cyclic loading/unloading, if the number of cycles was 0 (N = 0), the coal
specimen was intact (D = 0). When the cycle numbers reached the maximum cycle number
(N = N f ), the damage of coal specimen is more serious. Then, the damage variable reached
the peak value, and it may be a failure. The relationship between the damage variation and
the cycle numbers can be expressed as Equation (7):

D = 1 − [1 − (
N
N f

)

β
1−α

] (7)

where the D is the damage variable of coal specimen; the N is the cycle numbers of coal
specimen under the same stress value; β is the stress-related constant of the loading process
of the coal sample, the larger β the greater the damage to the coal sample during the
destruction process and the α is the stress index of coal specimen, which can be expressed
as Equation (8):

α = 1 − γ(
σmax − σf

σ − σmax
) (8)

where the γ is the coefficient related to the properties of coal specimen and it is a constant;
the σmax is the maximum axial stress; the σf is the threshold of yield stress and the σ is the
stress value under any strain state of the coal specimen.

The dissipated energy evolution curve of the coal specimen is shown in Figure 12.
The dissipated energy state evolution equation is as below during the failure process. It
is shown that the Equation (9) can well coincide with the evolution pattern of the energy
state under axial cyclic loading.

Ud = (1 − υ)E0
1

1 + e−(ε−εc)
2+ζ

(9)
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Figure 12. Trend diagram of coal specimen dissipation energy under axial cyclic loading. (a) The
dissipated energy evolution curve of the coal sample S1. (b) The dissipated energy evolution curve of
the coal sample S2.
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The dissipated energy behaviour of the coal specimen had obvious evolution charac-
teristics under axial cyclic loading. The dissipative energy behaviour of coal specimens has
a distinct evolutionary feature under axial cyclic loading. Therefore, the energy state
evolution equation can represent the energy state evolution mode of coal specimens.
An energy evolution model was used to describe the energy state and stability of the
coal specimen.

The cumulative micro-flaws can represent the failure state and stability degree of the
coal specimen to a large extent. The calculation formula for the generation of micro-flaws
is Equation (10).

V(ε) = A
α

γ
e(−

U0
α )[e(

γεUd(ε)
α ) − 1] (10)

where the νε is the formation rate of the micro-crack in the coal specimen which related
to strain parameters; the A, γ and α are parameters that related to the properties of coal
specimens and they are constant; The U0 is the minimum activation energy generated by
micro-flaws in the coal specimen and the Ud(ε) is the energy state of the dissipated energy.

The coal failure is closely related to its energy state and strain characteristics. Therefore,
when the coal failure stress (σc) reaches the peak value, the relationship between the coal’s
strength (σc) and the energy state is Equation (11).

σc =
1
γ
[α ln(

γε

α
Ud(ε) + e−

U0
α ) + U0] (11)

This equation expresses an energy destruction criterion for coal fracture evolution
characterized by the dissipation energy. In fact, when the coal specimen reached the
threshold of yield stress σf under the axial loading, it had already entered the critical
failure state.

Therefore, the point of the dissipated energy state U f d(ε) could be taken as the key
predicting point of the failure of the coal specimen when it reached the axial compressive
strength σf . The point of the dissipated energy state Ucd(ε) could be taken as the failure
point when it reached the axial compressive strength σc. According to the analysis of the
relationship between the stress state, damage state and energy state during the failure
of the coal specimen, an energy evolution predicting model is constructed based on the
dissipated energy state, which can be expressed as Equation (12):

D = 1 − [1 − ( N
N f

)
β

1−α ]

Ud = (1 − υ)E0
1

1+e−(ε−εc)2+ζ

σc =
1
γ [α ln( γε

α Ud(ε) + e−
U0
α ) + U0]

(12)

Based on the dissipated energy behaviour, the discriminant equation can be used to
determine the damage state and stability of the coal specimen. It mainly summarizes the
relationship among the dissipative energy state equation, the damage state equation and
the strength state equation of the coal specimen.

5. Discussion
5.1. Energy Behaviour Criterion of the Coal Specimen
5.1.1. Energy Storage Factor Criterion

The variation pattern of the dissipative energy storage factor kCF can reflect the energy
state and stability of the coal specimen to a large extent. The dissipative energy state has
the evolution pattern of “slow growth rate, linear high, rapid growth and slowing rate
decrease”. Moreover, the dissipative energy storage factor (kCF) also experiences the pattern
of “small decline, low value maintenance and then jumping sudden increase”. Based on
the variation characteristics of the dissipation energy, the dissipative energy storage factor
criterion is proposed.
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As shown in Figure 13, when kCF ≤ 0.25 ± 0.03, the dissipative energy state of the
coal specimen is lower, and it is in a stable state. When 0.25 ± 0.03 ≤ kCF ≤ 0.5 ± 0.02, the
dissipative energy state of the coal specimen increases sharply into the critical failure state.
When kCF ≥ 0.5 ± 0.02, the dissipative energy exceeds the ultimate limitation, and the coal
specimen is unstable and broken. It can be indicated that the dissipative energy storage
factor criterion can better describe the energy state and stability of the coal specimen in
different deformation stages.
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Figure 13. The evolution of energy storage factor during the failure process. The green line is
used to delineate the different stages through which the coal samples in the diagram have gone
(a) Dissipative energy stage and kCF of the coal sample S1. (b) Dissipative energy stage and kCF of
the coal sample S2.

5.1.2. Energy Consumption Growth Factor Criterion

The main reason for coal failure was that the dissipative energy and the elastic strain
energy reached a certain equilibrium mechanism. In fact, the elastic strain energy of the
coal specimen reached the limitation of its energy storage, and the accumulation of the
dissipation energy also reached the maximum state. Therefore, the energy consumption
growth factor can better reflect the energy state of the energy storage mechanisms to a large
extent. Then, it also can accurately reflect the energy state and stability of the coal specimen.
Therefore, the energy consumption growth factor criterion was proposed in this paper.

As shown in Figure 14, when the energy consumption growth factor (kHF) ≤ 0.22 ± 0.003,
the ratio of the dissipative energy to the elastic energy is at a low value and a
small slow decline occurs. The coal specimen is in a stable state at this stage. When
0.22 ± 0.003 ≤ kHF ≤ 0.40 ± 0.002, the ratio of the dissipative energy to the elastic energy
changes to a large extent. The dissipative energy ratio has a sudden growth, and the
energy consumption growth factor also has a sudden growth in a short period, the coal
specimen is in a critical state of failure. When the energy consumption growth factor
kHF ≥ 0.40 ± 0.002, the coal specimen has been completely destroyed. It can be known
that the energy consumption growth factor criterion of coal specimen can well describe the
energy dissipation state and stability state.

5.1.3. Energy Damage Factor Criterion

The generation and variation of the dissipative energy can better reflect the internal
fracture and crack of the coal specimen. Therefore, the energy damage factor (kDF) is
defined by the dissipative energy, and it is more convincing and accurate to describe the
energy state and stability.
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As shown in Figure 15, when the energy damage factor kDF ≤ 0.32 ± 0.03, the dam-
age of the coal specimen is at a lower value. Due to the crack closure and re-cracking,
the energy damage factor shows a small rapid rise. When the energy damage factor
0.32 ± 0.03 ≤ kDF ≤ 0.50 ± 0.05, the damage state of the coal specimen is in a stable and
slow linear growth state. When 0.50 ± 0.05 ≤ kDF ≤ 1, the dissipative energy increases
suddenly, the stability of the coal specimen also decreases, and it is in a critical stable state.
When kDF = 1, the coal specimen is in the state of destruction. In fact, it was completely
destroyed when the energy damage factor was close to 1 under the axial loading. It can
be known that the energy dissipation energy state can distinguish different deformation
stages of the coal specimen and it also can better evaluate its stability.
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5.2. Prototype of Energy Behaviour Predicting Pattern

As shown in Figure 16, it can be known that the criterion of the energy behaviour can
better reflect the stable and fracture stage of the coal specimen. Stage I and stage II can
be regard as a stable state in the failure process of the coal specimen. The demarcation
point between stage II and stage III can be regard as the initial predicting point of the coal
failure. Furthermore, it is also the turning point of the dissipate energy behaviour of the
coal specimen. This point is also the boundary point of the energy state and stability degree
of coal specimens.
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kCF, kGF, kDF and kTF of the coal sample S2.

The dissipated energy demonstrates a sudden acceleration in stage III. Although coal
specimens will not be completely unstable at this stage, it will have produced a large
number of cracks and begun to gradually fracture. Then, the dissipation energy of the coal
specimen grows faster. The stage IV is regarded as the critical fracture stage of the coal
specimen, where the value of the stored dissipation energy is higher, but the growth drops
obviously. The internal cracking of the coal specimen has been basically fractured and it is
in the critical damage stage.

The demarcation points between stage III and stage IV, namely the peak of the dissipate
energy tangent factor, can be regarded as the predicting key point of the coal failure. It
is also the inflection point that the growth rate of other energy behaviours slows down.
Therefore, it is appropriate to take this point as the key predicting point of coal fracture.
Moreover, it can well describe and judge the stable state of the coal specimen. Then, the
parameters that are based on the dissipated energy behaviour also show a changing trend
of slowing down or decreasing in a relatively short time.

Additionally, many studies were not further enough in this paper, and there are still
many problems which need to be further explored in the next studies. The stress gradient
was 2 MPa and that is still relatively large. It is difficult to accurately capture the energy
behaviour of the coal specimen in the critical failure state. Next, it will be important to
continue lowering the gradient to improve the accuracy of the experiment Ten cycles have
been carried out in each stage under the equal amplitude cyclic loading/unloading. This
means it is not possible to study the detailed effects of repeated damage on the energy
behaviour. Next, the stress gradient will be further reduced, and the number of cycles will
be increased to improve the accuracy of the experiment.
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6. Conclusions

Based on cyclic loading/unloading experiment and theoretical analysis, the energy
behaviour of the coal specimen was analysed. Furthermore, the evolution pattern was also
explored in this study. Then, the energy evolution predicting model of the coal specimen
was also constructed in this paper, and the following three conclusions were obtained:

(1) The energy density of the coal specimen has experienced the evolution pattern of
“slow growth rate–linear high speed growth–slowing growth rate” under the staged
cycle loading/unloading. Furthermore, the energy storage state of the coal specimen
has experienced “lower value–extreme speed growth–stable value–a small decline”.
Under the equal amplitude loading/unloading, the energy density gradually de-
creases in stage I and stage III. It basically maintains a stable state without a large
degree of fluctuation in stage II, and its energy storage rate has undergone the evolu-
tion pattern of “high value–higher value–medium-to-high value”.

(2) The coal specimen exhibits different energy behaviours and energy states in different
fracture stages. The energy behaviours of the coal specimen can well reflect the steady
state of different deformation stages of the coal failure, and the dissipative energy
behaviour has a sudden effect in the fracture process. This contributes to describing
the sudden characteristics of the coal failure. The energy-driven mechanism of coal
failure is determined by the energy storage mechanism and the energy consumption
mechanism. It is related to the energy storage limit and the energy consumption limit.
The energy storage mechanism of the coal specimen presents the pattern of “low
energy promotion, high energy suppression and dissipation promotion, cumulative
suppression growth”.

(3) Based on the energy dissipation behaviour of the coal specimen, the damage state
evolution equation and the energy behaviour evolution criterion are established under
the cyclic loading/unloading. Then, an energy evolution predicting model of the coal
specimen is constructed in this paper.
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